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DISCRIMINATING GROUPS BY AUDIO FEATURE ANALYSIS WITH openSMILE

This preliminary exploration indicates real, measurable differences in the sounds produced by 
individuals and that these differences can potentially distinguish between children with selective 
mutism and typically developing children. While these results indicate that an audio recording in 
which most of the vocalizations are produced by the subject of interest can be sufficiently robust to 
other voices and environmental sounds to model these group differences, the sources of differential 
signals was not determinable by our methods.

Selective mutism (SM) is a condition in which afflicted individuals fail to speak in certain social 
environments but not others [1]. Currently, the mental health community lacks sufficient objective, 
quantifiable measures for SM diagnosis and treatment monitoring [9]. An individual's diagnosis is 
largely dependent on subjective parent/teacher reports, complicating analysis without standard 
instruments or measures used to compare symptoms at the population level or individually over 
time. This condition, with its definitional relation to voicing, is a ripe target for automated audio 
analysis.
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 Table 1: Random forests out-of-bag predictive confidence values of SM vs. control.

 Table 2: Random forests out-of-bag predictive confidence values for isolated adult vocalizations.

openSMILE config file emobase ComParE_2016

adult vocalizations experimental 
condition button press

vocal 
response

button press
vocal 

response

silenced

stranger 
presence

yes 0.785714 0.902423 0.714281 0.853655

no 0.738079 0.833334 0.738103 0.809551

removed
yes 0.809530 0.878049 0.809555 0.853617

no 0.785707 0.833337 0.714306 0.809535

replaced with computer-generated
same-duration pink noise

yes 0.809538 0.853657 0.809542 0.853616

no 0.738095 0.809523 0.809529 0.785745

replaced with randomly-selected same-duration
low-amplitude segment from same recording

yes 0.809538 0.878038 0.78574 0.853635

no 0.809518 0.809531 0.761923 0.785756

openSMILE config file emobase ComParE_2016

experimental condition button press vocal response button press vocal response

stranger presence
yes 0.827581 0.538182 0.827556 0.307381

no 0.965512 0.793098 0.965507 0.758636

LINKS

Voice data are abundant and relatively inexpensive to collect, providing researchers with the 
potential to classify psychiatric groups and to track individual psychiatric changes over time. 
openSMILE (open-Source Media Interpretation by Large feature-space Extraction) is one analysis 
tool that automatically extracts low-level audio features, originally developed as an "acoustic 
emotion recommendation engine and keyword spotter" [3] and is capable of extracting thousands 
of low-level audio features from recorded sound files.

We analyzed audio files captured during a previously conducted response paradigm [4][5].            
We selected two prebuilt openSMILE configuration files: emobase.conf and ComParE_2016.conf. 
emobase, with "998 acoustic features for emotion recognition" [3], is the openSMILE configuration 
file with the most robust documentation; ComParE_2016 is the most recent prebuilt openSMILE 
configuration file available.

scikit-learn's random forest regressor [7][8] with 2,000 estimators was then run with the 
openSMILE output features as the independent variable values and each participant's selective 
mutism diagnostic status as the dependent variable values.

The code used in preparation of this paper is available on GitHub, including a Jupyter notebook 
set up to replicate these analyses and explore the full range of models, predictions and outputs 
(Link 1), and all of the data (excluding the original sound files) are available on Open Science 
Framework (Link 2).

A differential signal is a difference between child voices and adult voices instead of or in addition 
to a difference between selectively mute voices and typically developing voices. To try to untangle 
these differences, we manually checked each file for audible adult vocalizations and marked those 
segments for removal or replacement, marking boundaries of the relevant segments using 
Audacity, a freely available digital audio editor.

For details about replacement methods considered and tested, see this poster's article in this 
conference's proceedings [2]. We replaced all of the noted adult vocalizations with each of the four 
following replacement methods: 1) silenced (time unchanged); 2) removed (time reduced);               
3) replaced with computer-generated same-duration pink noise; and 4) replaced with 
randomly-selected same-duration low-amplitude segment from same recording. We re-ran our 
initial analysis on all four versions of our cleaned sound files and on the isolated adult sound files.

METHODS

Initial random forest analyses on the openSMILE output features resulted in predictive values above 
0.5 (chance level) for each openSMILE configuration file for both vocal conditions, and surprisingly 
for both button-press conditions, in which no vocalization was included in the protocol. Listening to 
the button-press conditions with the highest probability of voicing revealed the presence of adult 
voices (both parents and experimenters) in some of the recordings.

After removing the audible adult vocalizations, the predictive power of the random forests regressor 
increased in all four experimental conditions regardless of replacement method or configuration file 
(see Table 1). The predictive value of the isolated adult vocalizations was also greater than that of 
the original sound files in three of the four experimental conditions, the exception being vocal 
response condition with stranger presence (see Table 2).

RESULTS

These results indicate audible differentiability between groups of children with and without a diagnosis of 
selective mutism, in the voices of the children themselves and in the way adults speak to and in the 
presence of these children. To further identify the relevant signals, more work is needed.

Comparing ambient sounds with children from each group and from the room without anyone within would 
reduce the possibility that ambient sounds during data collection provide a confounding artifactual signal. 
Comparing the voices of parents in both the presence and the absence of their children would help to 
identify the signal differentiating the groups in 3/4 of the conditions in Table 2. Comparing the voices of 
study coordinators when speaking to children in each group, parents in each group, and in the absence of 
participants would also help to identify the differential signal in Table 2. Comparing voices recorded in 
additional contexts would help to identify differential signal and to identify confounding noise.
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